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The Universal Exception Slavoj Žižek 2007-06-28 The Universal Exception is the second volume of the selected writings of Slavoj Žižekone of the most provocative and inspiring writers on culture at work today. Bringing together a broad selection of Žižek's major writings on
politics, The Universal Exception showcases Zizek's formidable range of interests and his style. The book includes his interventions on such
world political events as the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001 and the American-led invasion of Iraq, his celebration of the
revolutionary potential of Stalinism, and his critique of Third Way politics. Together with Interrogating the Real, the first volume of Žižek's
selected writings, this collection offers a superb introduction to the work of this prolific, controversial and vastly entertaining cultural
commentator.
The Selected Writings of Pierre Hadot Pierre Hadot 2020-05-28 This collection of writings from Pierre Hadot (1992-2010) presents, for the
first time, previously unreleased and in some cases untranslated materials from one of the world's most prominent classical philosophers and
historians of thought. As a passionate proponent of philosophy as a 'way of life' (most powerfully communicated in the life of Socrates),
Pierre Hadot rejuvenated interest in the ancient philosophers and developed a philosophy based on their work which is peculiarly
contemporary. His radical recasting of philosophy in the West was both provocative and substantial. Indeed, Michel Foucault cites Pierre
Hadot as a major influence on his work. This beautifully written, lucid collection of writings will not only be of interest to historians,
classicists and philosophers but also those interested in nourishing, as Pierre Hadot himself might have put it, a 'spiritual life'.
Tender Is the Night and F. Scott Fitzgerald's Sentimental Identities Christian K. Messenger 2015-01-15 Tender Is the Night” and F.
Scott Fitzgerald's Sentimental Identities is a major examination of Fitzgerald's 1934 masterpiece as the clearest exemplar of Fitzgerald's
sentimentalism, a mode that shaped his distinctive blend of romance and realism throughout his career.
Visibility and Control Jeff Heydon 2021-06-10 Visibility and Control: Cameras and Certainty in Governing addresses the ways in which
camera-produced images are used to support governmental authority. The text begins by examining some of the basic levels at which the
body interacts with media, and then expands the scope of the analysis to consider the use of CCTV in urban environments and how that
affects the experience of space. This shows how the determination of the subject and the observer is affected by interaction with and
exposure to images produced by cameras. The relationship between the body and media, between media and the determination of space and
how media is used to determine the nature of deviance in contemporary Western culture are evaluated as a means of establishing and
maintaining authority through images. Scholars of media theory, surveillance studies, and the social sciences will find this book particularly
interesting.
Zizek and Heidegger Thomas Brockelman 2008-12-22 Žižek and Heidegger offers a radical new interpretation of the work of Slavoj Žižek,
one of the world's leading contemporary thinkers, through a study of his relationship with the work of Martin Heidegger. Thomas
Brockelman argues that Žižek's oeuvre is largely a response to Heidegger's philosophy of finitude, an immanent critique of it which pulls it
in the direction of revolutionary praxis. Brockelman also finds limitations in Žižek's relationship with Heidegger, specifically in his
ambivalence about Heidegger's techno-phobia. Brockelman's critique of Žižek departs from this ambivalence - a fundamental tension in
Žižek's work between a historicist critical theory of techno-capitalism and an anti-historicist theory of revolutionary change. In addition to
clarifying what Žižek has to say about our world and about the possibility of radical change in it, Žižek and Heidegger explores the various
ways in which this split at the center of his thought appears within it - in Žižek's views on history or on the relationship between the
revolutionary leader and the proletariat or between the analyst and the analysand.
Collected Writings of Richard Storry Richard Storry 2002 This volume collects the writings of Richard Storry on contemporary issues
and the history of Japan.
Desire in Chromatic Harmony Kenneth M. Smith 2020-04-15 How does musical harmony engage listeners in relations of desire? Where does
this desire come from? Author Kenneth Smith seeks to answer these questions by analyzing works from the turn of the twentieth- century
that are both harmonically enriched and psychologically complex. Desire in Chromatic Harmony yields a new theory of how chromatic chord
progressions direct the listener on intricate journeys through harmonic space, mirroring the tensions of the psyche found in Schopenhauer,
Freud, Lacan, Lyotard, and Deleuze. Smith extends this mode of enquiry into sophisticated music theory, while exploring philosophically
engaged European and American composers such as Richard Strauss, Alexander Skryabin, Josef Suk, Charles Ives, and Aaron Copland.
Focusing on harmony and chord progression, the book drills down into the diatonic undercurrent beneath densely chromatic and dissonant
surfaces. From the obsession with death and mourning in Suk's asrael Symphony to an exploration of "perversion" in Strauss's elektra; from
the Sufi mysticism of Szymanowski's Song of the Night to the failed fantasy of the American dream in Copland's The Tender Land, Desire in
Chromatic Harmony cuts a path through the dense forests of chromatic complexity, revealing the psychological make-up of post-Wagnerian
psychodynamic music.
Culture and Creativity - Selected Writings of N Manu Chakravarthy N Manu Chakravarthy 2019-10-01 Culture and Creativity is a collection
of essays of N Manu Chakravarthy, a prominent culture critic known for his discourses on music, cinema, literature and several aspects of
culture and philosophy. This book illustrates the intellectual and ethical perspectives that shape his discussions on wide range of issues.
These discussions are reflective of the inspiration he draws from his father Prof G N Chakravarthy and his teachers Prof C D Narasimhaiah,
Prof U R Ananthamurthy, and Prof B Damodara Rao. The ideas of Ivan Illich and Noam Chomsky, and his friend D R Nagaraj are also
instrumental in framing the critical nature of his interpretations. The essays in this book encompass Prof Manu Chakravarthy’s perspectives
on religion, secularism, tradition, and modernity. The references to Sri Narayanaguru, M K Gandhi, Rabindranath Tagore, and the interview
with Gustavo Esteva, evince his preoccupation with madhyamamarga. They also foreground his views on nationalism, metaphysics, media,
politics and the crises of the third world and India in a globalised context. This work is a testimony to the form of scholarship he values.
Fifty Key Contemporary Thinkers John Lechte 2007-08-07 This revised second edition from our bestselling Key Guides includes brand new
entries on some of the most influential thinkers of the twentieth- and twenty-first century: Zizek, Bergson, Husserl, Heidegger, Butler and
Haraway. With a new introduction by the author, sections on phenomenology and the post-human, full cross-referencing and up-to-date
guides to major primary and secondary texts, this is an essential resource to contemporary critical thought for undergraduates and the
interested reader.
The Universal Exception Slavoj Žižek 2014-10-23 Slavoj Žižek is one of the world's foremost cultural commentators: a prolific writer and
thinker, whose adventurous, unorthodox and wide-ranging writings have won him a unique place as one of the most high profile thinkers of
our time. The Universal Exception brings together some of Žižek's most vivid writings on politics. Bringing together high theory, popular
culture and passionate engagement with politics, Žižek here brings us startlingly new perspectives on such topics as multiculturalism,
capitalism and Bill Gates, the revolutionary potential of Stalinism, the terrorist attacks of 9/11 and the war in Iraq. Including a glossary of
key terms, the Bloomsbury Revelations edition also includes a new preface by the author.
Phenomenology 2005. Volume 3: Selected Essays from Euro-Mediterranean Area, part 2 Copoeru, Ion 2007-01-01
Seamus Heaney as Aesthetic Thinker Eugene O'Brien 2016-04-04 Seamus Heaney’s unexpected death in August 2013 brought to
completion his body of work, and scholars are only now coming to understand the full scale and importance of this extraordinary career. The
Nobel Prize–winning poet, translator, and playwright from the North of Ireland is considered the most important Irish poet after Yeats and,
at the time of his death, arguably the most famous living poet. For this reason, much of the scholarship to date on Heaney has
understandably focused on his poetry. O’Brien’s new work, however, focuses on Heaney’s essays, book chapters, and lectures as it seeks to
understand how Heaney explored the poet’s role in the world. By examining Heaney’s prose, O’Brien teases out a clearer understanding of
Heaney’s sense of the function of poetry as an act of public intellectual and ethical inquiry. In doing so, O’Brien reads Heaney as an
aesthetic thinker in the European tradition, considering him alongside Heidegger, Derrida, Lacan, and Adorno. Studying Heaney within this
theoretical and philosophical tradition sheds new and useful light on one of the greatest creative minds of the twentieth century.
Walter Scott and Contemporary Theory Evan Gottlieb 2013-02-14 A bestselling author in his own time and long after, Sir Walter Scott was
not only a writer of thrilling tales of romance and adventure but also an insightful historical thinker and literary craftsman. Over the last two
decades, scholars have come to see him as an important figure in Romantic-period literature, Scottish literature and the development of the
historical novel. Walter Scott and Contemporary Theory builds on this renewed appreciation of Scott's importance by viewing his most
significant novels - from Waverley and Rob Royto Ivanhoe,Redgauntlet, and beyond - through the lens of contemporary critical theory. By
juxtaposing pairings of Scott's early and later novels with major contemporary theoretical concepts and the work of such thinkers as Alain
Badiou, Judith Butler, Jacques Derrida and Slavoj Žižek, this book uses theory to illuminate the complexities of Scott's fictions, while
simultaneously using Scott's fictions to explain and explore the state of contemporary theory.
Sound Unseen Brian Kane 2014-06-02 Sound coming from outside the field of vision, from somewhere beyond, holds a privileged place in the
Western imagination. When separated from their source, sounds seem to manifest transcendent realms, divine powers, or supernatural
forces. According to legend, the philosopher Pythagoras lectured to his disciples from behind a veil, and two thousand years later, in the age
of absolute music, listeners were similarly fascinated with disembodied sounds, employing various techniques to isolate sounds from their
sources. With recording and radio came spatial and temporal separation of sounds from sources, and new ways of composing music. Sound
Unseen: Acousmatic Sound in Theory and Practice explores the phenomenon of acousmatic sound. An unusual and neglected word,
"acousmatic" was first introduced into modern parlance in the mid-1960s by avant garde composer of musique concrète Pierre Schaeffer to
describe the experience of hearing a sound without seeing its cause. Working through, and often against, Schaeffer's ideas, Brian Kane
presents a powerful argument for the central yet overlooked role of acousmatic sound in music aesthetics, sound studies, literature,
philosophy and the history of the senses. Kane investigates acousmatic sound from a number of methodological perspectives -- historical,
cultural, philosophical and musical -- and provides a framework that makes sense of the many surprising and paradoxical ways that unseen
sound has been understood. Finely detailed and thoroughly researched, Sound Unseen pursues unseen sounds through a stunning array of
cases -- from Bayreuth to Kafka's "Burrow," Apollinaire to Žižek, music and metaphysics to architecture and automata, and from Pythagoras
to the present-to offer the definitive account of acousmatic sound in theory and practice. The first major study in English of Pierre
Schaeffer's theory of "acousmatics," Sound Unseen is an essential text for scholars of philosophy of music, electronic music, sound studies,
and the history of the senses.
Continental Philosophy and the Palestinian Question Zahi Zalloua 2017-02-23 From Sartre to Levinas, continental philosophers have looked
to the example of the Jew as the paradigmatic object of and model for ethical inquiry. Levinas, for example, powerfully dedicates his 1974
book Otherwise than Being to the victims of the Holocaust, and turns attention to the state of philosophy after Auschwitz. Such an ethics
radically challenges prior notions of autonomy and comprehension-two key ideas for traditional ethical theory and, more generally, the
Greek tradition. It seeks to respect the opacity of the other and avoid the dangers of hermeneutic violence. But how does such an ethics of
the other translate into real, everyday life? What is at stake in thinking the other as Jew? Is the alterity of the Jew simply a counter to Greek
universalism? Is a rhetoric of exceptionalism, with its unavoidable ontological residue, at odds with shifting political realities? Within this
paradigm, what then becomes of the Arab or Muslim, the other of the Jew, the other of the other, so to speak? This line of ethical thought-in
its desire to bear witness to past suffering and come to terms with subjectivity after Auschwitz-arguably brackets from analysis present
operations of power. Would, then, a more sensitive historical approach expose the Palestinian as the other of the Israeli? Here, Zahi Zalloua
offers a challenging intervention into how we configure the contemporary.
The Rhetorical Surface of Democracy Scott Welsh 2012-10-18 Citizens, political theorists, and politicians alike insist that political or
partisan motives get in the way of real democracy. Real democracy, we are convinced, is embodied by an ability to form collective judgments
in the interest of the whole. The Rhetorical Surface of Democracy: How Deliberative Ideals Undermine Democratic Politics, by Scott Welsh,
argues instead that it is our easy rejection of political motives, individual interests, and the rhetorical pursuit of power that poses the
greatest danger to democracy. Our rejection of politics understood as a rhetorical contest for power is dangerous because democracy
ultimately rests upon the perceived public legitimacy of public, political challenges to authority and the subsequent reconstitution of
authority amid the impossibility of collective judgment. Hence, rather than searching for allegedly more authentic democracy, rooted in the
pursuit of ever-illusive collective judgments, we must find ways to come to terms with the persistence of rhetorical, political contests for
power as the essence of democracy itself. Welsh argues that the impossibility of any kind of public judgment is the fact that democracy must
face. Given the impossibility of public judgment, rhetorical competitions for political power are not merely poor substitutes for an allegedly
more authentic democratic practice, but constitute the essence of democracy itself. The Rhetorical Surface of Democracy is an iconoclastic
investigation of the democratic process and public discourse.
Occupy Antigone Katharina Pewny 2016-10-10 This anthology provides some of today's most relevant views on Sophocles' classic and its
many interpretations from an interdisciplinary, cross-cultural perspective. It critically investigates the work of artists and theoreticians who
have occupied Antigone ever since she appeared onstage in antiquity, dealing with questions of the relationship between performance and
philosophy and of how Antigone can be appropriated to criticize reigning discourses. Occupy Antigone makes an original contribution to the
vibrant life the mythical figure enjoys in contemporary performance practice and theory.
Martial Arts Studies Paul Bowman, Professor of Cultural Studies at Cardiff University, UK 2015-04-09 This book disrupts disciplinary
boundaries to make a case for the future direction and growth of martial arts studies as a unique field
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Post-Marxism Versus Cultural Studies Paul Bowman 2007-04-18 Post-Marxism versus Cultural Studies is an innovative exploration of the
ethical and political significance of Cultural Studies and Post-Marxist discourse theory. It argues that although Cultural Studies and postMarxism tend to present themselves as distinct entities, they actually share a project - that of taking on the political. Post-Marxism presents
itself as having a developed theory of political strategy, while Cultural Studies has claimed to be both practical and political. Bowman
examines these intertwined, overlapping, controversial and contested claims and orientations by way of a deconstructive reading that is led
by the question of intervention: what is the intervention of post-Marxism, of Cultural Studies, of each into the other, and into other
institutional and political contexts and scenes?Through considerations of key aspects of Cultural Studies and cultural theory, Post-Marxism
versus Cultural Studies argues that the very thing that is fundamental to both of these 'politicised' app
Revolt, Revolution, Critique Bulent Diken 2012-03-15 In contemporary society the idea of ‘revolution’ seems to have become obsolete. What
is more untimely than the idea of revolution today? At the same time, however, the idea of radical change no longer refers to exceptional
circumstances but has become normalized as part of daily life. Ours is a ‘culture’ of permanent revolution in which constant systemic
disembedding demands a meta-stable subjectivity in continuous transformation. In this sense, the idea of revolution is painfully timely. This
paradoxical coincidence, the simultaneous absence and presence of the desire for radical change in contemporary society, is the point of
departure for the symptomatic reading this book offers. The book addresses the social, political and cultural significance of revolt and
revolution in three dimensions. First, it analyzes revolt and revolution as ‘events’ which are of history but not reducible to it. Second, it
elaborates on theories that grant revolt and revolution a central place in their structure. Thirdly, it discusses revolutionary or emancipatory
theories that seek to participate in radical change. Further, since both revolt and revolution involve the critique of what exists, of actual
reality, the implications of the intimate relationship between revolt, revolution and critique are explicated.
The Ethics Toolkit Julian Baggini 2007-08-13 The Ethics Toolkit provides an accessible and engaging compendium of concepts, theories, and
strategies that encourage students and advanced readers to think critically about ethics so that they can engage intelligently in ethical
study, thought, and debate. Written by the authors of the popular The Philosophers’ Toolkit (Blackwell, 2001); Baggini is also a renowned
print and broadcast journalist, and a prolific author of popular philosophy books Uses clear and accessible language appropriate for use both
inside and beyond the classroom Enlivened through the use of real-world and hypothetical examples Cross-referencing of entries helps to
connect and contrast ideas Features lists of prominent ethics organizations and useful websites Encourages readers to think critically about
ethics and teaches them how to engage intelligently in ethical study, thought, and debate
Gothic Stories Within Stories Clayton Carlyle Tarr 2017-04-07 Frame narratives—stories within stories—are featured in nearly every
canonical Gothic novel. Sometimes dismissed as a shopworn convention of the genre, frame narratives in fact function as a dynamic basis for
imaginative variation and are vital to evaluating the diverse Gothic tradition. The juxtaposition between the everyday “frame world” of the
story and the disturbing embedded narrative allows the monstrous to escape textual confines, forcing the reader to experience the
reassurance of the ordinary alongside the horror of the uncanny.
Theorizing Bruce Lee Paul Bowman 2010 "Bruce Lee is a complex and contradictory figure, and it's a formidable task to take on the
multiple facets of his legacyûfighter, film star, philosopher, nationalist, multiculturalist, innovator. With an approach as multidisciplinary and
iconoclastic as Lee's approach to martial arts, Bowman provides an original and exhilarating account of Lee as 'cultural event'. No one has
done a better job of explaining why the martial arts 'legend' remains such an important and provocative figure."ûLeon Hunt (Brunel
University), author of Kung Fu Cult Masters: From Bruce Lee to Crouching Tiger. "Taking on Martin Heidegger and Slavoj ÄiPek as well as
drawing on Jacques Derrida, Michel Foucault, Guy Debord, Jacques RanciFre, Rey Chow, and Stuart Hall, among others, Bowman shows
how Bruce Lee 'speaks' to the philosophical debates that frame our understanding of global popular culture today. Although Bowman may
not be able to resolve the philosophical battles surrounding our ability to 'know' Bruce Lee, he does a remarkable job of articulating why
Bruce Lee remains an essential force within not only world cinema but global culture û both 'high' and 'low.' Armoured with his philosophical
nunchakus, Bowman goes to battle with anyone who may doubt Lee's ongoing importance, and this book will undoubtedly become essential
reading for everyone (from philosopher to kung fu practitioner) interested in popular culture and Asian cinema."ûGina Marchetti (University
of Hong Kong), author of Romance and the "Yellow Peril": Race, Sex and Discursive Strategies in Hollywood Fiction, and From Tian'anmen
to Times Square: Transnational China and the Chinese Diaspora on Global Screens, 1989-1997. Theorizing Bruce Lee is a unique work,
which uses cultural theory to analyse and assess Bruce Lee, and uses Bruce Lee to analyse and assess cultural theory. Lee is shown to be a
major 'event' in both global film and global popular culture û a figure who is central to many intercultural encounters, texts, and practices.
Many key elements of film and cultural theory are employed to theorize Bruce Lee, and Lee is shown to be a complex û and consequential û
multimedia, multidisciplinary and multicultural phenomenon. Theorizing Bruce Lee is essential reading for anyone interested in Bruce Lee in
popular culture and as an object of academic study.
Real Deceptions Jennifer Friedlander 2017-07-31 Real Deceptions develops a new theory of realism through close consideration of myriad
contemporary art, media, and cultural practices. Rather than focusing on transgressing deceptions which distort reality, the book argues
that reality lies within the deceptions themselves. That is to say, realism's political potential emerges not by revealing deception but
precisely by staging deceptions--particularly deceptions that imperil the very categories of true and false. In lieu of perceiving deception as
an obstacle to truth, it shows how deception functions as the truth's necessary conduit. Categories invoked in realist works, such as trompe
l'oeil, illusion, hypervirtuality, and simulation help to establish how realism can be seen as moving from the creation of mere epistemological
uncertainty to radical ontologically-based indeterminacy. The book cultivates this schema by considering productive connections between
insights from Jacques Lacan and Jacques Rancière. Real Deceptions not only applies these theoretical frameworks to art and media
examples, but also engages in the reverse move of using the "cases" to further the theories. This dual approach points to the ways in which
efforts to produce realist representations often give rise to the destabilizing Real.
Foucault on Politics, Security and War M. Dillon 2015-12-31 Foucault on Politics, Society and War interrogates Foucault's controversial
genealogy of modern biopolitics. These essays situate Foucault's arguments, clarify the correlation of sovereign and bio-power and examine
the relation of bios, nomos and race in relation to modern war.
The Reception of Paul the Apostle in the Works of Slavoj Žižek Ole Jakob Løland 2018-06-20 This is the first book devoted entirely to
exploring Žižek's peculiar kind of Paulinism. It seeks to provide a full map of the Marxist philosopher’s interpretations of Paul and critically
engage with it. As one of several radical leftists of European critical thought, Žižek embraces the legacy of an ancient apostle in fascinating
ways. This work considers Žižek's philosophical and political readings of Paul through the lens of reception history, and argues that through
this recent philosophical turn to Paul, notions of the historical and philosophical are reproduced and negotiated anew.
Fashion and Psychoanalysis Alison Bancroft 2012-02-28 There is an increasing trend within both the study of visual culture and fashion
itself to restore fashion to an aesthetic role - one that moves beyond its commercial success as a global industry and places fashion within a
nexus of art, the body, and femininity. This emphasis aims to separate fashion from mere clothing, and illustrate its cultural power as an
integral aspect of modern life. In this innovative new book, Alison Bancroft re-examines significant moments in twentieth-century fashion
history through the focal lens of psychoanalytic theory. Her discussion centres on studies of fashion photography, haute couture, queer
dressing, and fashion/art in an attempt to shed new light on these key issues. According to Bancroft, problems of subjectivity are played out
through fashion, in the public arena, and not just in the dark, unknowable unconscious mind. The question of what can be said, and what can
only be experienced, and how these two issues may be reconciled, become questions that fashion addresses on an almost daily basis.
Psychoanalysis has been profoundly influential in the arts, thanks to its capacity to add layers of meaning to things that, without it, would
remain obtuse and intractable. It has proved crucial to the development of film studies, art theory and literary criticism. What it has not yet
been brought into dialogue with in great depth is fashion. By interpreting fashion within a psychoanalytic frame, Bancroft illustrates how
fashion articulates some of the essential, and sometimes frightening, truths about the body, femininity and the self.
The Writers Directory 2013
Selected Writings Franz Baermann Steiner 1999 Presents 18 pieces by anthropologist Steiner (1909-52). They include deaccessions of labor
and economics; a section from his dissertation on slavery; unpublished lectures on Aristotle, Simmel, and kinship; a selection of aphorisms;
and extracts from his poetic cycle Conquests. In the introduction, Alder (German, King's College, London) and Fardon (West African
anthropology, School of Oriental and African studies, London) relate his work to current concerns. Apparently only two volumes are planned.
Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Pervert-Schizoid-Woman Michael Williams 2016-12-14 Touching on the fields of philosophy, critical theory, cultural studies, and queer
theory, Pervert-Schizoid-Woman critiques the organization of Western economy, language, and desire. Author Michael Williams seeks to
promote alternative frameworks for a posthumanist theory and practice of perverse selfhood and sociality. In this study, he identifies the
capitalist economic system as structured by scarcity and supply/demand dynamics, discerning the paradoxical accumulation of debt as the
essence of the assumed scarcity in the financial system. He also uncovers the profound isomorphism between the economics of scarcity and
the castration and lack at the center of the psychoanalytic interpretation of gender, sexuality, and desire, concluding that the essential
negativity in the scarcity of capitalism, the absence in the structure of language, and the castration in the network of desire are the sources
of the dysfunctions in Western systems of finance, expression, and gender and sexuality.
Difficult Atheism Christopher Watkin 2013-03-31 Drawing primarily on the work of Alain Badiou and Jean-Luc Nancy, plus Quentin
Meillassoux and Slavoj Zizek, Watkin explores the theme of atheism through the ideas of the death of God and nihilism in contemporary
French philosophy.
Queers in American Popular Culture Jim Elledge 2010 A collection of articles explores the role of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered
persons in shaping American popular culture from the late 1800s to the present.
American Book Publishing Record 2007
Interrogating the Real Slavoj Žižek 2013-10-24 Slavoj Žižek is one of the world's foremost cultural commentators: a prolific writer and
thinker, whose vividly adventurous, unorthodox and wide-ranging writings have won him a unique place as one of the most high profile
thinkers of our time. Covering psychoanalysis, philosophy and popular culture and drawing on a heady mix of Marxist politics, Hegelian
dialectics and Lacanian psychoanalysis, the writings collected in Interrogating the Real reflect not only the remarkable extent of Žižek's
varied interests, but also reveal his controversial and dynamic style.
Skryabin, Philosophy and the Music of Desire Kenneth M. Smith 2017-07-05 Commentary on Skryabin has struggled to situate an
understanding of the composer's music within his idiosyncratic philosophical world views. Early commentators' efforts to do so failed to
establish a thorough or systematic approach. And later twentieth-century studies turned away from the composer's ideology, focusing
instead on 'the music itself' with an analytic approach that scrutinized Skryabin's harmonic language in isolation from his philosophy. This
groundbreaking study revisits the questions surrounding the composer's music within his own philosophy, but draws on new methodological
tools, casting Skryabin's music in the light not only of his own philosophy of desire, but of more refined semiotic-psychoanalytical theory and
modern techniques of music analysis. An interdisciplinary methodology corrects the narrow focus of Skryabin scholarship of the last century,
offering insights from New Musicology and recent music theory that lead to hermeneutical, critically informed readings of selected works.
Exceptionalism and the Politics of Counter-Terrorism Andrew W. Neal 2009-10-16 This book is an analysis and critique of the concepts
of ‘exception’ and ‘exceptionalism’ in the context of the politics of liberty and security in the so-called ‘War on Terror’. Since the destruction
of the World Trade Centre on September 11th 2001, a notable transformation has occurred in political discourse and practice. Politicians
and commentators have frequently made the argument that the rules of the game have changed, that this is a new kind of war, and that
exceptional times require exceptional measures. Under this discourse of exceptionalism, an array of measures have been put into practice,
such as detention without trial, ‘extraordinary rendition’, derogations from human rights law, sanction or connivance in torture, the
curtailment of civil liberties, and aggressive war against international law. Situating exceptionalism within the post-9/11 controversy about
the relationship between liberty and security, this book argues that the problem of exceptionalism emerges from the limits and paradoxes of
liberal democracy itself. It is a commentary and critique of both contemporary practices of exceptionalism and the critical debate that has
formed in response. Through a detailed assessment of the key theoretical contributions to the debate, this book develops exceptionalism as a
critical tool. It also engages with the problem of exceptionalism as a discursive claim, as a strategy, as a concept, as a theoretical problem
and as a practice. This is the first book to capture the importance of the exceptionalism debate in a single volume, and will be of much
interest to students of critical security studies, political philosophy, IR theory and sociology.
Deleuze's Literary Clinic Aidan Tynan 2012-05-15 The first book length study of Deleuze's critical and clinical project and the
conceptualisations of health and illness he developed over the course of his career.
Zizek and Communist Strategy Chris McMillan 2013-10-30 Communist, conservative, anti-semantic - Slavoj Zizek's work attracts a lot of
labels, most of them pejorative. Chris McMillan seeks to identify Zizek's unique and productive contribution to social and political theory,
constructing a response to the diff
Richard Storry - Collected Writings Richard Storry 2013-12-16 This volume of the Collected Writings of Modern Western Scholars on Japan
series, published under the Japan Library imprint, collects the work of Richard Storry on contempory issues and the history of Japan.
Selected Writings of James Fitzjames Stephen James Fitzjames Stephen 2014-08-21 Originally published: London: MacMillan and Co., 1863.
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